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О природе реэонансов.наолвдаемых в фотоядерных реакциях

В микроскопическом подходе, учитывахцем динамику кластерных и
квадрупольных коллективных степеней свободы, проведены исследова-
ния состояний непрерывного спектра легких атомных ядер ^Не, <*ы ,
ы и Be. Показано, что ввашюдействие втих ядер с электромагнит-

ный излучением приводит к возбуждению коллективных ревоканоов,
энергия которых превышает 20 меВ, а ширина менее I м»В, а также
гигантских квадрупольных ревонансов с параметрами: В а 12-15 иеВ ••
Г- 5 М э В .

G.F.Filippov, V.S.Vasilevsky, S.P.Kruohinin, L.L.Ohopovsky

On the Uature of Resonances in Photonuolear Beaotions

An investigation of oontinuous apeotrum stated of the light atomic

nuclei He, Li, 'Id. and 'Be is oarried out within the miorosoopio

approach taking into aocount the dynamics of oluster and quAdru-

pole collective degrees of freedom. The interaction of these nuc-

lei with electromagnetio radiation is shown to lead to the exoi-

tation of collective resonances with energy exceeding 20 MeV and

width less than 1 MeV, and also giant quadrupole resonances with

parameters s E-12-15 HeV and Г~5 HeV.
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EJTRODUCTIOB

Among the resonance states of atomic nuclei excited by
electromagnetic radiation and charged particles the most impor-
tant prove to be the dipole, monopole and quadrupole giant re-
sonances. These have become of special interest when experimen-
ters discovered diverse manifestations of the giant dipole re-
sonance [1,2,3,],and Migdal [4] interpreted it at. an excitation
of collective proton vibrations. Since than a great number of
theoretical works has appeared concerning the properties of di-
pole [5,6] and also monopole [7] and quadrupole [8} resonances,

The principal problem of the qiant resonance theory is to
elucidate the nature of resonances and basic factors determining
their position and width. How is this problem solved within
the known theoretical models of giant resonances?

There exist two alternative viewpoints on the nature of gi-
ant resonances. Migdal [4) and then Goldhaber and Teller [5]
considered the giant dipole reaonanoe as a state in which a col-
lective nucleon motion is excited, the others (see Refs.[9-1il)
sticked to the view that the same resonance was identified with
a direct excitation of aingle-particle degrees of freedom of a
nucleon system. Indeed, at least in the first approximation the
collective dipole excitation represents a coherent superposition
of aIngle-particle dipole excitations \12] and, therefore, both
concepts are not mutually exclusive* However their development
has not contributed still to shortening the divergency between
them.

The mioroscopic theory of collective nucleon system excita-
tions [7,8,13*14,15] relying on the dominating role of oollec-
tive modes of motions in the giant resonances formation prediots
correctly their positions and also relatively large values of
cross-sections of photosplitting reactions. But it fails to rep-
roduce the observed width of these resonances. A theory based on
shell model and particle-hole formalism does not give such large
absolute values of phot osplit ting cross-sect lone but allows one
to estimate the giant resonance widths using the RPA. According
to tuls theory giant resonances should be of fine structure since



eaoh giant resonance is interpreted theoretically as a set
of a great number of particle-hole resonance excitations.

All the known giant resonances lie in the continuous spect-
rum of nucleon systems high above their breakup threshold in
different channels. Therefore in order to calculate the c*ant re-
sonance widths in terms of the microscopic theory of collec-
tive excitations one should necessarily consider besides the mo-
des of collective motions also those ones which are connected
with the nucleon system breakup in open channels. Unfortunately
it has not yet been carried out, hence the difficulties of the
microscopic theory of collective excitations. These have been
given rise in discussing the observed widths of giant resonances.

The main purpose of our paper is to consider simultaneously
the collective degrees of freedom of a nuoleus and the degrees
of freedom of its channels where the nuclear decay can occur.For
simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the p-shell nuclei and
quadrupole resonances. Consequently, for He, Li and 'Li we have
calculated the effective photodisintegratioa cross-sections in
different partial states and also the corresponding capture cross-
sections «It has been shown that large widths of giant quadrupole
resonances of these nuclei are a direct oonsequence of a strong
coupling between collective degrees of freedom and cluster deg-
rees of freedom of open nuclear breakup channels* At last, our
approach leads to a conclusion that there exist narrow quadrupole
resonanoes whose energy constitutes several tens of MeV. At
such large excitation energies of collective degrees of freedom
their ooupling with cluster degrees of freedom appears to be weak
and, therefore, the decay of collective excitations in open ohan-
nels is delayed.

We shall accept the following outline of the present study.
In See. 2 we consider the basic stages In the development ol
the miorosoopic theory of collective nuolear excitations and com-
pare two alternative approaches to the description of giant re-
sonances. In Seo.3 we describe • new method for the investiga-
tion of the nuoleon system states in continuous spectrum. Tnie
method takes into account the interaction between collective
and duster degrees of freedom of a nucleus and allows one to
solve the problem of the giant resonance width. In Sec. 4 we pre -
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sent and discuss the results of numerical calculations and also

compare the obtained theoretical results with the known expe-

rimental data.

2. OH THE BATURB OP OIAHT RESONANCE

WIDTHS

The well known original paper of Griffin and Wheeler [7]

opened an important stage in the development of the mioroscopio

collective nuolear excitation theory. The above authors have ex-

hibited great possibilities of the generator coordinate method

used to solve the microscopic theory problems. As an example the

position of giant monopole resonance of 0 was calculated. In

studying the quadrupole mode excitations the generator coordinate

method should be supplemented with the procedure [i6]of the

wave packet projection onto the state with a certain value of

the angular momentum which was realized by Abgrall, Caurier et el.

In Re fa. [8,17-19] they have considered the exoitation energy of

different quadrupole modes of magio nuclei *He, ' 0 and * Ca as

well as
 2 0

Ne.

A novel independent trend in the development of the miorosoo-

plo collective nuolear exoitation theory was initiated in Ref.

[20] . Ineteed of the Hill-Wheeler equations [7] for oolleotive

modes the dynamic equations in the usual coordinate враое were

first derived for a monopole mode [21, 22} and then for quadrupole

modes [13,14,23-26] . It has become apparent that the interac-

tion between collective modes and modes of intrinsio motions of

a nucleon system can be taken into aooount using the basis of

generalized hyperspherioal functions [14] • The total number of

quadrupole degrees of freedom responsible for a giant quadrqpole

resonance according to the microscopic theory in the general

case proved to be equal to nine [27] but not to five as it might

follow from the Bohr-Mottelson model.

The paper of Hoshlnsky and Queene (28] on elmplectio groups

appeared to be the link that oontrituted to drawing nearer two

independent trends in the development of microscopic theory«This

paper, as it has been shown by Smirnov at al., oontained the na-

tural (in view of the GHP method [14J) classification of basis
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states for many-dimensional harmonic oscillator that form the

quadrupole and monopole nuclear excitations. Later on Rowe and

Rosensteel [30] have proposed a simplectic model of a nucleus

and in Arickx et al. papers ["15,31,32] a simplectic model Sp(2,R)

was first realized for light even-even nuclei. Then in Refs.

[33-353 *be dynamic equations of the microscopic collective ex-

citation theory have successfully been reduced to a system of

algebraio equations due to the expansion of a nuclear wave

function into a generalized Fourier series in a total oscilla-

tor basis of a Sp(6,R) or Sp(2,R) model. It turned out that mat-

rix elements of different operators used to calculate the spectra

for collective nuclear excitations on the basis of the genera-

tor coordinate method are the generating invariants of matrix

elements 'of the same operators but on the basis functions of

a eimpleotic model. Thus, the desirable unification of the me-

thods of generator coordinates, the generalized hyperapheric func-

tions and algebraic methods served as a basie for aimplectio mo-

dele has at last been fulfilled.

Finally, it has recently been found out that a many-particle

oscillator basis can be used for investigation of both stationary

states of nucleon systems and those of a continuous spectrum[36,

37].
This enabled one to extend a standard basis of simplectio mo-

dels and to include in it the basis functions corresponding to

the modes of motions in different cluster channels of atomic nuc-

lei [38] . In essenoe, this step should be considered as the ap-

plication of the resonating group method concepts [3&] to imple-

ment more complete investigation of properties of collective exci-

tations and to solve the giant resonance widths problem at the

new point using the microscopic theory of collective excitations.

Comparing in Seo.1 two different microscopic approaches to

the description of giant resonances , the shell model with its

representations of particle-hole excitations and the mioroscopic

theory of collective excitations we have not examined all the po-

ints which distringuish them.Therefore attention should be called

also to secondary details which are transparent in carrying out
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the analysis of two different concepts with allowance of

all their intrinsic peculiarities concerning the resonance

states of light nuclei.

According to the orthodox shell model each of light nuclei

should have a great number of particle-hole excitations. Howe-

ver almost all the excited states predicted by the shell model

prove to be placed in the continuous spectrum over the nucleus

breakup threshold where they can be only resonances. But even

as resonances they are not visible. Оде of the reasons for their

absence in the observable spectrum consists in that the real amp-

litude of cluster and collective (quadrupole and monopole) vib-

rations in different states of light nuclei is much larger than

it might follow from the estimates obtained on the basis of the

shell model. Cluster and collective vibrations break a simple

structure of particle-hole excitations which leads, in particu-

lar, to a remarkable increase in the binding energy of light nuo-

lei and an essential reconstruction of the wave functions of

their ground states. Collectivization of the most actual modes

of nucleon motion oocurs also in those states of light nuclei

which manifest themselves as resonances in nuclear reactions and

are tabulated in the known scheme of decay [39] • Otherwise it

is difficult to understand why they do not decay instantly in

open channels among which in the region of giant resonances there

is always a channel for nucleon escape.

It is obvious that narrow resonances ca- be only excitations

of modes of olosed channels which,in addition, are weakly rela-

ted to the modes of open channels. At relatively large energies

closed channels turn to be ouly those ones in which the excita-

tion energy 1B uniformly distributed between all nucleons,i.e.,

the channels of oollective degrees of freedom. However, if the

amplitude of collective vibrations is not very large, the reso-

nances of these channels too may appear to be very wide (as it

takes place for giant resonances) since at small amplitudes of

collective vibrations the -channel of collective modes is strongly

coincident with opon channels of the nuoleaa decay.

So, when simulating giant resonances by means of a set a

great number of particle-hole resonance excitations we should
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give an answer to the difficult question - what, in general,

makes particle-hole excitations to become resonances at large

energiea over the threshold of nucleon escape from the nucleus?

It should be noticed that within the microscopic theory of col-

lective excitations suoh a problem does not arise.

The explanation of the nature of giant resonance widths is

reduced to the following. Due to interaction between atomia nuc-

lei and electromagnetic radiation or charged particles (electrons,

protons etc.) the energy of gamma-quanta or charged particles

is directly transferred to collective (dipole, quadrupole or

monopole) degrees of freedom and, consequently, collective exci-

tations are excited. The energy necessary for the excitation of

the corresponding collective vibrations can be evaluated if wi-

thin the micros с opie theory the excitation energy transfer from

collective vibrations to all the other modes of a nucleon system

is not taken into account. Such a procedure executed repeatedly

for monopole and quadrupole modes [7,8,13,17,18,31,32,40] gives

a correct position of monopole and quadrupole resonances but it

does not oonoern the problem of their width. The giant resonances

dissipation results from the fact that the nucleus having absorbed

the energy transferred goes over to the states high above its

breakup threshold in different channels. The channel of collec-

tive modes is closed. Therefore until the excitation energy is

localized on collective degrees of freedom the nucleus does not

break up. But this cannot go on over a long period of time. The

channel of collective degrees of freedom is connected with the

other channels which are open at the excitation energy absorbed

by the collective channel and what is more,this connection is

strong which consequently determines the large width of giant re-

sonances - the nucleus excitation energy transfers fastly from

collective modes to modes of open channels end the nucleus im-

mediately breaks up.

Such is a general interpretation of giant resonances and

their widths. It is confirmed by the calculations made for light

nuolei. The major result of the microscopic theory which can be

verified experimentally is that the giant resonance represents

some state with a large width. Against the background of such a

state there can be present the peaks of a small number of narrow
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resonances (although it is not obligatory) which exhaust only

a certain part of the sura rule. The possible origin of narrow

resonances has already been discussed.

3- THE CALCULATION METHOD FOR WAVE FUNCTIONS

OF A CONTINUOUS SPECTRUM

Together with isoscalar collective quadrupole excitations

(so called longitudinal collective vibrations, i.e. vibrations

along the direction separated.by a vortex mode [34] ) we shall

also consider only one cluster channel. A simultaneous acoount

of a large number of cluster channels ia possible, in principle,

but at the first stage it is reasonable to examine only the simp-

lest case in order to determine completely the effects caused by

the excitation energy transfer from collective modes tu those of

open channels. A qualitative role of the cluster channels not ac-

counted for is evident. They can stimulate dissipation of the ex-

citation energy concentrated at first only on collective degrees

of freedom. As to isoveotor collective excitations which are also

not taken into account, they can form one more giant resonance.

Special calculations are necessary to determine the position and

width of this resonance.

The results to be considered below are sensitive, to some

extent, to th« chosen nucleon-nucleon potential since the microsco-

pic theory actually establishes the dependence of the position

and width of giant, resonances on the parameters of the nuoleon-nuc-

leon potential. Meanwhile it is known that all semi-realistio nuc-

leon-nucleon potentials used now in the microscopio theory of

light lead to the identical results, at least in a qualitative

respect. On these grounds we can restrict ourselves to studying on-

ly one nucleon-nuoleon potential, that of Brink-Boeker.

Finally, one more optimal simplification. When calculating

the croee-seotions of photosplitting and radative capture we have

used the long-wave approximation whose correctness is violated

with increasing energy of the continuous spectrum states under con-

sideration. The degree of distortion due to the long-wave appro-

ximation is supposed to be investigated conslderating the transi-

tions from the continuous speotrun to a continuous one .
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In so doing we represent the nuclear wave function aa an

expansion In two seta of many-particle oscillator functions:

v
 n

The first set of functions \IV, C08>} (it constitutes the

basis of irreducible representation of a symplectio group Sp(2,R))

ia able to describe collective quadrupole nuclear excitations.

Having restricted ourselves to this basis we shall obtain a mic-

roscopic model Sp(2
f
R) which was first realized by Ariokx et al.

[15,31,32] . The second set of functions { )П.,Сь>| rep-

resents a basis of oscillator functions of a cluster model which

reproduces the motion of fragments (dusters) in the ohannel ac-

counted for. The expansion coefficients ( С у С ~ } o£ *ae

wave function Ц? in basis functions ^}V, СОв>, |n.,cfc>) ea-

tiafy the system of linear algebraic equations

c£
0

X[<a,ctlHlv,'coe>-E 6 n / X

Each of the used sets of functions \ lV,COt>} and
is orthonormalized, i . e .

However, these sets are not biorthogonal • It means that the over-
lap integrals <V,COt| П, cE> are different from aero. More pre-
cisely, they are not equal to вего when the functions i V, COt>

and \ H.,Ct) belong to the same osoillator shell

\ (3)

The values of X
n
 determine the relation between two bases, or,

in other words, the relation of a oollective mod* to a cluster

one. Aa seen from the calculations, the overlap Integral A<> *

s <O,cnt|O,C?> is equal to unity, i.e. the first functions of both

bases coincide and with increasing n. A
a
 deoreases steadily



- lk-2.i/9
and vanishes as Л *

a ь
 "* , Hence it follows that the amaller

amplitude of collective vibrations the stronger is their coup-

ling with e cluster mode. When the amplitude of collective mo-

tions is large, the cluster and collective modes turn to be actua-

lly independent which predetermines the existence of very narrow

collective resonances with the excitation, energy exceeding 20 MeV.

Earlier in Refs.[33, 34*413 the algorithm of generating func-

tions or generalized coherent states (GCS) was proposed which

obviates a major difficulty associated with the construction of

the system of equations (2) and with the calculation of matrix

elements of the Hamiltonian operator H and other operators ne-

cessary for studying different processes in terms of basis funo-

tions IV,CoE> and )n,cl> . in accordance with this algorithm

GCS are constructed as Slater determinants composed of some spe-

cially determined single-particle orbitals. Pox* lightest nuclei

of the p-shell in which only one channel (the nuclear breakup

channel into ot -partiole and & -shell nucleus is taken into

account the GCS should be constructed from the following orbitals

i i
 r
* - JL

i 2 ' i-f
where f\ is radius-vector of the i-th particle, К^«- к^ р ia

the cluster parameter determining the position of the k-th-frag-

ment ( Ic "1,2), and jl is the nuclear deformation parameter.

Xhe unitary vector p determines the deformation direction *nd

eimultaneously the spatial orientation of the vector R » K
t
 - R

k
 .

Xhe GCS constructed from the orbitals (4) depends on 3A-3 spatial

coordinates (the cm, motion is assumed to be excluded), ЗА spin

and isospin variables and also on^four generator parameters -

three components of the vector R and the deformation parameter

P 4 The expansion of the GCS denoted by Ф (£>{&,(?) in po-
wers of the generator parameters R and В generates the baaie

of oscillator functions



where f\
L
 are the structural oonstante, j- is the minimal

degree of generator parameter admissible by the Paull principle

(see in detail [42]). For the ligntest p-shell nuclei j-»

•A-4 for the states of normal parity ( Ж = С - 1 )
Л
 ) and for

the states of anomalous parity ( 7Г- t~O
A
** ) J-- A-?»

It follows from the expansion (5) that in order to single out

the oscillator function I^Vj L M > it is necessary to dif-

ferentiate GCS 2 П + j times over R and V times over £>
and to turn R and jb to zero and then to integrate over an-
gular variables of the unit vector p with the weight Y L M (j?J.
With the help of this procedure it is easy to calculate the matrix
element of an operator F on the basis functions I ̂.V-, L M >
and I 1,V; L M > if we know the generating matrix element of
this operator, i.e. the matrix element

The oolleotive and cluster functions involved in the expansion
(1) oonstitute only a small part of the complete basis of the func-
tions \ \ fl>vi U M > 1 . If in the functions ' n,V>e
*|n,VjLM^we fix V and assume it to equal zero, then the obtained
set of functions coincides with the cluster basis 1П.̂  ё

• 1П.,0> • Similarly we obtain collective functions IV,

assumir* П to be equal to zeros lv, COt> * !0>v>

The general method for constructing GCS and calculating mat-

rix elements of different operators on GCS as well as the problems

oonneoted with the separation of the c m , motion' are considered

in detail in the review [43]. The specific matrix elements of the

kinetic and potential energy operators necessary for studying the

p-shell nuolei with a number of nuoleons 5 * A * 8 are given in

Ref.[44J*The Obloulatlon results of the collective excitation

epeotra of the above nuolei in the basis of functions jli/,соf>]

of a Sp(2,R) model are discussed in Refa.J33»35]where,in addition,

the elements of the operator fi are written down in an explicit

form.The paper[37] considers in detail the basic stages in calcula-

tions of tbe spectrum and the wave functions In a cluster model*
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The monopole mode along with a cluster mode was considered In Refa.

[38,45]. One can find in the above works all the details necessary

to investigate the discrete and continuous spectra of p - shell

nuolei taking into account the interaction between collective and

cluster modes of motion.

4. COLLECTIVE RESONANCES AND CROSS-SECTIONS

OP MOTOSPLITTING

Before proceeding with the discussion of theoretical calcula-

tion v/e note that in the expansion (1) in solving the system (7)

25 functions of a collective basis and 100 functions of a cluster

basis were taken into account. Such a number of basis functions

allows us to reproduce sufficiently correctly the wave functions

of nucleon systems both in internal and external regions. The in-

teraction between nucleons, as mentioned above, was simulated by

the first version of the Brink-Boeker potential [46]. The oscilla-

tor radius, the same for cluster and collective bases, was chosen

from the threshold minimum condition for each of the considered

nuclei. Since the Coulomb interaction between protons is not ta-

ken into account and the even and odd components of the Brink-Boe-

ker potential are equal, the threshold energy of reactions (X +2n

and & + ct (as icrell as ot + t and ot+*He ) and, consequently, the

oscillator radii Г
о
 for nuclei

 6
He and

 6
L { (

7
Li and

7
Be ) coin-

cide. For the same reason the results obtained for the nucleus

ЬНе(?Ш refer also to
 6
U (*&e).

Fig.1 represents the spectrum of resonances and collective ex-

citations of
 6
He (

6
Ll) obtained in different approximations. As we

see, the cluster bapis (ROM) allows one to describe bound states

end resonance states (in thie case 2- state) due to the existence

of a centrifugal barrier» Using collective functions (Sp(2,R))

besides rotational exoitations (2* for
e
He) we can obtain a set

of во called vibrational exoitations ( I?* 0*, 2
+
 for

6
He )as

well as the states of anomalous parity (1^= i~ ). The first

and 2
+
 -vibrational exoitationa in even nuclei and i£ and 3™

-vibrational excitations in odd nuolei in the microscopic theory

of collective exoitations are usually identified with monopole

and quadrupole giant resonances einoe they are connected with the

ground state by large matrix elements of the monopole and quadru-
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pole transition operators and exhaust a considerable part of the
raonopole and quadrupole energy weighted sum rule*

If, however, besides the collective mode, the cluster one
(RGM + Sp(2,R))ie also taken into account, then the above vib-
rational collective excitations spread in the continuous peotrum
and the phases of elastic scattering in the corresponding cluster
channel do not reveal the resonance behaviour at the energies where
there should be a giant resonance (according to the calculations
made using the basis of collective functions iu a closed channel).
Therefore the giant resonances cannot manifest themselves expli-
citly under the interaction between light clusters and it is ne-
cessary to find other ways of their identification. The theoreti-
cal result obtained for the firet 0- and 2* -vibrational excita-
tions is explained by the fact that the amplitude of collective
vibrations in these excited states is relatively small and there-
fore the relation between collective and cluster modes proves
to be strong. This fact just leads to an immediate giant resonance
decay in a cluster channel.

As to resonances lying over 0 - and £ -vibrational exci-
tations, they are characterized by a large amplitude of colleo-
tive vibrations. The relation of collective and cluster modes in
these excited states is weaker and having involved the cluster
basis they do not smear and are narrow resonances manifested no-
ticeably on the curves of the energy dependence of elastic scat-
tering phases and partial effective cross-sections in an open
cluster ohannel. The width of these collective resonances does
not exceed 1MeV, i.e. is considerably less than the width of a
centrifugal 2- ••resonance* The same picture is observed in odd
nuclei 7LC and 7 B e .

The energy dependence of D -phase ^ of elastic Ot -deu-
teron scattering plotted in Pig, 2 illustrates the faot of smea-
ring in a continuous spectrum of the quadrupole 2+-resonanoe
which according to the caloulatlone performed within the Sp(2,R)
model, must range from 10 to 20MeV. la this region the phase 52

decreases steadily and its resonant behaviour manifests itself
only at the energy of 23 MeV which corresponds to the excitation
of the second collective 2 + -resonance*
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We now consider the energy dependence of the cross-sections

of photosplitting <3jj of nuclei
 6
H«(*Li)and *Li('BO .since the

cross-sections of radiative capture <Ус ere connected with the

сгоээ-sectione Sj by the conditions of a detailed balance,our

conclusions are also valid for the cross-sections 9
C
 . The oal-

oulated oross-seotions Cj (Pig. 3-6) are characterized by the

presence of resonance peaks. Some of them belong to narrow col-

lective resonances excited by gamma-quanta. Radiation width of

these resonances coincides with their alpha-decay width. In addi-

tion, the photosplitting cross-sections have pronounced peaks in

the near-threshold region. The appearance of these peaks is due

to the fact that the continuous spectrum functions at small values

of their over-threshold energy have the structure similar to that

of the wave function of the ground state situated slightly below

the threshold, and matrix elements of the electromagnetic transi-

tion operators which oouple the ground state and the over-thre-

shold continuous speotrum states prove to be large* As a result

it leads to over-threshold resonanoes. Л detailed analysis of mo-

nopole over-threshold resonanoes is given In Ref.[47l«

Finally,*Не,Чп/йе and'Li at excitation energy of 12-15MeV

have a quadrupole resonanoe peak of the width about 5 MeV. It ex-

hausts over 15£ of the quadrupole sum rule with the energy weight
and can be regarded as a giant quadrupole resonanoe since its po-
sition coincides with that given by the calculation within, the
collective model Sp(2,R).

Due to the quadrupole collective exoitation smearing In the
continuous spectrum, turns to be the matrix element of the quad-
rupole transition from the ground nuclear state to a continuous
set of states grouped around a certain center rather than to a
single state. The peak in the photosplitting cross-section just
insulates these states out of the other states of the continuous
epeotrum.

Thus, photonuolear reactions represent the most convenient
and natural means for finding giant resonances in light atomic nuc-
lei.

Experimental work has failed to verify completely the quanti-
tative theoretioa! conclusions.Only Ref.[49] is directly related to
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our theoretical results which presents measurements of the effec-

tive differential cross-eectione of reaction

in the region of energies of gamma-quanta from 5MeV to 50MeV.

This paper gives a dipole resonance at the energy of 7 MeV above

the breakup threshold of H i into an alpha-particle and a triton.

The resonanoe width is of 7MeV, parity is positive, a total angu-

lar momentum oan equal either 1/2, or 3/2» or 5/2. The experiment

admits that one can actually observe undisintegrated superposition

of resonance states 1/2
+
, 3/2

+
, 5/2

+
 or 3/2

+

t
 5/2

+
.

According to theoretical calculations the resonance 1/2* must

be closer to the threshold than the resonances 3/2
+
 and 5/2

+
, it

should have the energy of 0,5 MeV above the threshold, and the

width about 4MeV. At the same time the energy of the resonance

being a superposition of two states 3/2
+
 and 5/2

+
 is about 5 MeV

and its width -* в MeV which is in a satisfactory agreement with

experiment. Theoretical estimates of the effective cross-sections

of the reaction (7) give a value two times of that obtained expe-

rimentally. The theoretical cross-section can be overestimated at

least by two reasons. Firstly, the- Coulomb interaction between

clusters (it suppresses the wave function of relative motion of

dusters at small distanoes) was not taken into aocount,Secondly,

we have not considered the breakup channel Li into Lc and

a neutron whioh is opened at relatively small energies»
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS .

Fig.1. The spectrum of collective excitations and resonance

statea of
 6

H e (
6
| _ O . RGM ia the calculation in the

olueter basis, Sp(2,R)in the collective basis, RGM +

Sp (2, ft) is the calculation taking into account the

relation of oluster and collective modes of motion.The.

energy of levels and width of resonanoes (numbers in

brackets) are given in Mev.

Fig.2. 62 ia the phase of elastic <*- dscattering calculated

in the cluster basis (1) and with allowance for a ool-

lective polarization (2).

Fig.3. The cross-section 6j (E2, 0
4
 -+Z*) of the quadru-

pole photosplitting of *Ll . E is the energy of

scattering fragments 01 and d .

Fig.4. The cross-section G^ (E2,, 1~-» 5~) of the quadrupole

photosplltting of *L 1 . E ia the energy of fragments

Ot and t .

5» The croas-seotion ^j (E.i,0—>i") of the dipole photo-

splitting of HG . E is the energy of fragments <X

and <2ri.

Fig.6. The

splitting

and t

cross-section CL (Ei,4 ~* 2. ) of the dipole photo-

tting of *L С . E is the energy of fragments «.
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